The stories of lack of co-operation, missing of classes, unsatisfactory product of classes and absenteeism are legion.

To-day: non-performance is "the last straw". (One whole day to the dentist without informing anyone except me! (and not only re p.m.) No mention to that she would be taking his classes all day. "No message the office that he would be absent.

3) RJS examinations. Children so inadequately prepared by him that exams had to be cancelled.

4) Manikins on loan from GHS for the above exam were to be returned by 6 p.m. This time cannot be extended, and indeed, must be returned immediately in order to maintain good relations with this school. As we have already had them for an extended season, it makes it difficult for us to re-borrow this year.
What have these children been doing during class time that they have not been prepared for the exam? (rhetorical and angry)

In view of the fact that has already resigned, I recommend that his 'services' to his school be terminated as from the end of Term 2.

If this decision were made, we could immediately look at some positive solution is the Phys Ed programme for Term 3, and I would, as usual, be happy to support both such a decision and give some suggestions (although half-cooked at the moment) on resolving this temporary situation which I feel would not get much worse.